A magnetometer-based orbit determination batch filter has been improved and tested with real flight data from Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE-2), the Magnetic Field Satellite (MAGSAT), and the Ørsted satellite. These tests have been conducted in order to determine the performance of a low-cost autonomous orbit determination system. The spacecraft's orbit, magnetometer biases, and correction terms to the Earth's magnetic field are estimated by this filter. Synthesized sunsensor data in addition to real magnetometer data is used in order to make the field model 
I. Introduction
Orbit determination is an old topic in celestial mechanics and is an essential part of satellite navigation. Traditional ground-based tracking methods that use range and range-rate measurements can provide an orbit accuracy as good as a few centimeters 1 . Autonomous orbit determination using only onboard measurements can be a requirement of military satellites in order to guarantee independence from ground facilities 2 . The rapid increase in the number of satellites also increases the need for autonomous navigation because of bottlenecks in ground tracking facilities 3 .
A filter that uses magnetometer measurements provides one possible means of doing autonomous orbit determination. This idea was first introduced by Psiaki and Martel 4 and has been tested by a number of researchers since then 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Magnetometers fly on most spacecraft (S/C) for attitude determination and control purposes. Therefore, successful autonomous orbit determination using magnetometer measurements can make the integration of attitude and orbit determination possible and lead to reduced mission costs. Although magnetometer-based autonomous orbit determination is unlikely to have better accuracy than ground-based tracking, a magnetometer-based system could be applied to a mission that does not need the accuracy of ground-station tracking. The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM), for example, requires 40 km position accuracy. An integrated magnetometer-based attitude and orbit determination system can also be used as a backup system. Some of examples of backup operation are profile recovery of a mission when the spacecraft loses its orientation, antenna pointing in the case of loss of contact with the ground station, and checks of the primary orbit and attitude system to warn of abnormal behavior.
Ground-based tests of such systems that used real flight data reported position accuracies in the range from 8 km to 125 km 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] . Psiaki et al. conjectured that some of the inaccuracy was caused by uncertainty in the Earth's magnetic field 6 . To combat this source of uncertainty, batch filters have been developed that estimate field model corrections in addition to the orbit of the spacecraft 10, 11 . Either 3-axis star sensor data 10 or sun-sensor data 11 , in addition to the magnetometer data, was added in these studies in order to make the orbit and the field model corrections simultaneously observable. These studies used truth-model simulation to test their designs, and they predicted improvements in the accuracy of magnetometer-based orbit determination. Their predicted position accuracies ranged down to better than 1 km.
The main goal of this work is to test the efficiency of the field-model-correcting magnetometer-based orbit determination filter by using real flight data. This is the first such test.
The particular filter that has been tested is based on the one that uses magnetometer and sunsensor data, as in Ref. 11 . This work also improves the orbit propagation dynamics model over what has been used in Refs 4-6 and 10-11, and it considers a priori variances for the field model corrections.
The rest of this paper consists of three main sections plus conclusions. Section 2 explains how the batch filter of Ref. 11 has been improved for use in this study. Section 3 describes the spacecraft data that has been used in this study. The test results with real flight data are presented in Section 4.
II. Modifications of Batch Filter
The field-model-correcting orbit determination batch filter of Ref. 11 is extensively used in this study. In order to deal with real flight data, the orbital dynamics model had to be improved. The cost function has also been changed to include a priori variances for the field model corrections, which allow the filter to decide whether it has enough data to accurately estimate these corrections. This section explains the orbital dynamics model improvements and gives a review of the batch filter that has been used in this study. The addition of a priori variances for the field model corrections is explained in the review of the batch filter.
It should be noted that the batch filter is not practical for autonomous orbit determination.
The main focus of this study, however, is prove the validity of the field-model-correction concept. Therefore, a batch filter that was already developed in Ref. 11 to use magnetometer and sun-sensor data is used extensively. Development of a Kalman filter version could be done in the future once the benefit of the field-model-correcting approach has been verified.
A. Update of Orbital Dynamics Model
The orbital dynamics model that was used in the Ref. 
where ω is the Earth's rotation rate vector, ⊕ µ is the geocentric gravitational constant, r is the position vector of the S/C in the ECEF frame, ) (r a J2 is the gravitational acceleration due to 
where ⊕ R is the Earth's equatorial radius, 2 J is the gravity field's lowest zonal harmonic coefficient, and x, y, and z are the Cartesian coordinates of the S/C in the ECEF frame,
where ρ is the atmospheric mass density and
is the inverse of the spacecraft's ballistic coefficient − D C is the spacecraft's drag coefficient, S is its aerodynamic reference area, and m is its mass. ) (r ρ is calculated from a cubic spline interpolation of the natural log of tabulated data from the 1976 U.S. standard atmosphere 13 .
The accuracy of the filter's new dynamics model has been checked and compared to that of the old dynamics model. This has been done by using another batch filter to estimate the 6 initial conditions for this dynamic model plus β by minimizing the sum of the square errors between the measured position time history of an actual S/C and the modeled position based on propagation of eq.(1). The closeness of this fit gives an indication of the model's propagation accuracy.
This dynamics evaluation filter has been run on real flight data from DE-2 and MAGSAT. The maximum position error of this test when using the old dynamics model is 2.16 km for a 24-hour MAGSAT data set and 4.35-4.90 km for 48-hour DE-2 data sets. The new dynamics model has a smaller maximum position error than the old one: 1.6 km for a 24 hour MAGSAT data set and 3.50-4.33 km for 48 hour DE-2 data sets. Thus, the new dynamics model has a slightly better orbital propagation accuracy than the old one and is accurate enough for use in the magnetometer-based navigation filter.
It should be noted that the constraints in computing resources for autonomous operation are not severe considering the recent dramatic improvements in computer power. Therefore, the improved dynamics model is probably too simple to be used in a typical resource-rich computing environment. The goal of this study, however, is to verify the contribution of the field-model corrections to the accuracy improvement of magnetometer-based orbit determination using real flight data.
Therefore, a very accurate dynamics model which includes higher order perturbations of the Earth's gravity field and perturbations from Sun or Moon has not been used in this study.
B. Estimation Vector
The batch filter's estimation vector with the new dynamics model is
where the first 6 elements are the initial position and velocity of the S/C in the ECEF frame, the 7 th element is the inverse of the ballistic coefficient, the 8 th to 10 th elements constitute a magnetometer bias vector, and the remaining elements are correction terms to coefficients of a spherical harmonic expansion of the Earth's magnetic field 10, 11 . The field correction elements include an external ring current field model (the first 6 correction terms) and perturbations to the Earth's internal magnetic field model. Note that N is the maximum order and degree of the field model corrections.
C. Batch Filter
The batch filter used in this study is the same as the one used in Ref. The nonlinear least squares cost function that gets minimized by the batch filter is 
where M is the number of data samples, B σ is the standard deviation of the field magnitude measurement,
is the standard deviation of the cosine pseudo measurement, which is described in Ref. The Gauss-Newton iterative numerical method is used to solve this nonlinear leastsquares problem 11 . It requires the calculation of the partial derivatives of the measurement errors with respect to the p vector, which it uses to find search directions. They are also used to compute the filter's predicted position accuracy using consider-covariance analysis.
Consider-covariance takes into account the effects of unestimated parameters on the filter accuracy 15 . The systematic errors due to magnetic field model coefficients that do not get estimated are included in a consider-covariance analysis. Systematic errors of unmodeled perturbations to the dynamics model, such as unmodeled higher-order gravity terms and solar radiation effects, are not considered in the consider-covariance analysis in this study.
D. An Alternate Filter that does not Estimate Field Model Corrections
An 
E. Additional Filters
Two additional batch filters have been developed for test purposes. One is a fieldmodel-correcting filter with an a priori drag coefficient estimate. It is assigned a relatively small a priori drag variance. This filter keeps its estimated β nearly fixed at the a priori value of 0.03
/kg by adding an additional term to the cost function of eq. (7) that minimizes the weighted square error between β and its a priori value. This filter is useful for a higher altitude S/C (perigee altitude above the 500-600 km range) because β becomes nearly unobservable due to the minimal effects of drag at such altitudes.
The other filter is a field-model-correcting filter that does not estimate orbit. This filter uses tracked position instead of the estimated S/C orbit and only estimates field model correction terms. This filter can help to determine whether the accuracy of field model correction estimates is compromised by the simultaneous estimation of orbit.
III. Real Flight Data
Real flight data from three spacecraft, DE-2, MAGSAT, and Ørsted, has been used to test the batch filter. These spacecraft are described below. Data from a fourth spacecraft, the TRMM, also has been tested. Its magnetometer data, however, was uncalibrated, and the peraxis residual error standard deviations were over 300 nT. This poorly calibrated data led to large maximum position errors for the orbit determination filter, on the order of 50 km. Therefore, the results for TRMM are not included in this study because an accurately calibrated magnetometer is necessary if one wants to apply this technique.
A. DE-2
The DE-2 spacecraft was launched in August 1981 to study the coupling between the magnetosphere, the ionosphere, and the upper atmosphere. DE-2 had roughly a 290 km perigee altitude, a 810 km apogee altitude, and a high inclination, 89.9°. It operated for about two years.
Magnetometer data, 3-axis attitude data derived from sensors, and position data derived from traditional range and range rate ground-based tracking are all available for DE-2. DE-2 is known to have a 28 nT 1-σ accuracy for the magnetometer data and better than 1 km accuracy for the position data. Sun-sensor data was not directly available. Therefore, it has been synthesized by transforming the known sun position in ECIF coordinates using DE-2's estimate of the attitude transformation matrix from ECIF coordinates to S/C coordinates. The attitude uncertainty of this transformation is about 0.3°. The position of the sun in the ECIF coordinate system is calculated using the algorithm in Ref. 16 which provides a 0.006° sun position accuracy. Eclipse by the Earth is also considered in synthesizing sun-sensor data.
Tests have been run using two sets of data extracted from a CD-ROM archive of the DE-2 data that is available from the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). One set was measured on November 1-2, 1981 (data set A), and the other set was measured on March 15-17, 1982 (data set B). Both data sets were measured when the activity index for solar magnetic storms was low. The sample period is 60 seconds, and both data sets are spread out over about 48 hours. There are, however, data gaps about every 2 or 3 hours, and some of these gaps are as long as 10 hours. Thus, the actual measurement coverage time is 13.9 hours and 6.7 hours for data sets A and B, respectively. Bad magnetometer data points have been removed before testing the batch filter. A bad point is considered to occur when the measured magnetometer data is off by over 1000 nT from the modeled magnetometer data based on the known S/C position from ground tracking. Two out of 835 data points in set A and 30 out of 433 data points in set B have been edited out.
The position tracking data of DE-2 is given in altitude, latitude, and longitude and is stated to be measured in geocentric coordinates assuming a spherical Earth. In the process of checking the accuracy of the filter's new dynamics model, however, it has been found that the position data must have been measured with respect to an ellipsoidal Earth, not with respect to a spherical Earth. Therefore, it is assumed that the tracking data of DE-2 has been measured with respect to the ellipsoidal World Geodetic Survey 1984 (WGS-84) model, which is used in describing the Earth as an ellipsoid throughout this study.
B. MAGSAT
The MAGSAT spacecraft was launched in October 1979. The objective of this mission was to obtain accurate vector measurements of the near-Earth geomagnetic field for field modeling purposes. The orbital properties were : 97° inclination, 330 km perigee height, and 500 km apogee height. This S/C had a cesium scalar magnetometer for calibration purposes and a vector fluxgate magnetometer. The accuracy of the vector magnetometer was determined to be 3 nT 1-σ after inflight calibration using the scalar magnetometer. The 3-axis magnetic field components and the tracked position of the S/C using range and range-rate data are available in the CD-ROM archive of the NSSDC. The accuracy of tracked position is 60 meters radially and 300 meters horizontally (along track). The magnetic field vector data is expressed in south, east, zenith local coordinates. Due to the imperfect calibration of the attitude determination system, frequent small jumps occur in the vector magnetometer data, but not in the magnitude of the measured magnetic field. Two MAGSAT data sets have been used. One set was measured on February 2, 1980 (data set A), and the other set was measured on March 12, 1980 (data set B).
The sampling period of all three data sets was about 100 seconds without any gaps, and it was measured on magnetically quiet days. Each data set lasts 24 hours.
Sun-sensor data has been synthesized for data sets A and B. This is similar to what has been done for DE-2, except that the mes y 2 dot product is computed in south, east, zenith local level coordinates instead of in S/C coordinates. is determined by an on-board GPS receiver and has an accuracy on the order of 2-8 meter. The vector magnetometer data is calibrated using the scalar magnetometer for scale-factor, bias, and non-orthogonality of the axes and then is calibrated for the transformation to S/C coordinates which are the axes of the star imager. This alignment transformation is accurate to 0.003° after calibration. The accuracy of the vector magnetometer has been determined to be less than 3 nT 1-σ after in-flight calibration. The accuracy of the star imager is 0.003° perpendicular to its boresight and 0.014° about its boresight. The vector magnetometer data is transformed from S/C coordinates to local south, east, zenith coordinates using attitude data. Attitude information, however, is not explicitly available in the data archive of Ørsted. This is the same as for the MAGSAT data sets.
Four data sets which were measured on December 21-22, 1999 (data sets A and B) and . This predicted accuracy has been compared with the actual accuracy as a means of checking the validity of the consider analysis.
A. DE-2 Results
Langel and Estes's 80 model 14 is used as the a priori field model for the DE-2 data.
Langel and Estes's 80 model was derived using the data from MAGSAT. The DE-2 results for these batch filters are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 order/degree field model corrections, data set A yields maximum position error magnitudes from 4.48 km to 6.58 km, but data set B's maximum position error magnitude ranges from 6.99 km to 9.08 km. For higher order/degree field model corrections, maximum position error looks similar for both data sets, but the rms position errors show that data set A has better position accuracy than data set B.
The better position accuracy of data set A may come from the fact that the actual magnetometer data coverage time of data set A is two times longer than for data set B: 13.9
hours for data set A versus 6.7 hours for data set B. This effect is probably the reason why data set A yields lower predicted 1-σ position accuracies (compare columns 2 and 5 of Table 2 ). 
B. MAGSAT Results
All MAGSAT data used in this test was measured in 1980. Therefore, Langel and Estes' 80 model has been used for the MAGSAT data sets.
Two batch filters, one without field model corrections and the other one with field model corrections have been tried for data sets A and B. Table 3 
C. Ørsted Results
There is a question of whether the DE-2 and MAGSAT results were helped by the fact that the data comes from a time period for which there is a very good a priori estimate of the Earth's magnetic field. This is true because the currently available field models for their flight time-frames are based on data that extends after the fact, or they are based on MAGSAT's accurate survey of the Earth. To clarify this issue, the orbit determination systems should be tested with recent magnetometer data that is measured when the only available Earth magnetic field model is one that is based only on past data of moderate accuracy. Ørsted data is useful for such a test because it carries an accurate magnetometer and is currently operational.
Unlike the DE-2 and MAGSAT cases, which have a much lower perigee altitude, β is not practically observable for Ørsted because the effects of drag on its orbit are minimal.
Therefore, the filter that incorporates an a priori β estimate has been used on Ørsted data when orbit and, optionally, field model correction terms are estimated. Table 4 is for measurement data from December 1999 (data sets A and B), and the filter uses the 1995 IGRF model as its a priori field model. Table 5 Tables 4 and 5 Table 4 used no minal g σ and h σ values, while the ones in Table 5 The maximum position error magnitude for the filter without field model corrections is 59.50 km for data set A, 50.71 km for data set B, 9.09 km for data set C, and 7.52 km for data set D. The large error for data sets A and B is not surprising because of the large residual error in the a priori field model. The rms residual field model error for data sets A and B from a comparison of raw magnetic field data with the 1995 IGRF a priori magnetic field model is 72.22 nT for data set A and 65.14 nT for data set B. These residual errors are far bigger than the corresponding errors for data sets C and D -22.52 nT for data set C and 20.84 nT for data set D when compared with the 2000 IGRF a priori magnetic field model. Table 4 shows the results for the case when an inaccurate a priori field model is applied.
The overall trends of the results for data sets A and B in Table 4 Table 4 suggest that field model corrections of at least 6 th or higher order/degree should be tried when an inaccurate a priori field model is used. Figure 1 The results of Table 5 are less dramatic than the ones of Table 4 since a more accurate a priori field model is used for the results of Table 5 These tests confirm that the field model corrections from the orbit determination filter are unique and that they provide reasonable estimates of the true magnetic field.
E. Summary Results
The then lower order/degree corrections are enough to achieve good accuracy. In this latter case, higher order/degree corrections will produce similar performance as with lower order/degree corrections because the higher order correction terms will not be very significant. In the DE-2 cases, however, the position estimation becomes a little worse with higher order/degree corrections, and the field-model-correcting filter does not necessarily improve position estimation accuracy. This may be due to DE-2's small measurement coverage time of magnetometer data with frequent and long data gaps.
Some facts about the magnetometer data used in this study should be noted. Firstly, all tests are done with magnetometer data on magnetically quiet days. The field-model-correcting filter may not be effective when solar storm activity is high. This system, however, might still be applied during magnetically active days by the propagation of estimated position from the data of magnetically quiet days. It might help to extend the magnetic field model to include the effect of solar winds, though this addition will make for a more complicated system. Secondly, the magnetometer data of the three S/C are very accurate, especially for MAGSAT and Ørsted which have their magnetometers mounted on separate booms. The field-model-correcting filter has not been tested on a mission with a less accurate magnetometer. In general, the magnetometer data should be "clean" with minimum spacecraft-generated magnetic fields. This might require the magnetometer to be mounted on a separate boom, away from main S/C body. It may also be necessary to discard magnetometer data that is taken when the local magnetic field changes abnormally due to interference from specific electric equipment. The failure of the filter with uncalibrated TRMM data also suggests that the magnetometer data should be well-calibrated.
Calibration may include alignments, scale factors, biases and Torquer coupling matrices.
V. Conclusions
Several magnetometer-based orbit determination batch filters have been developed and tested using real flight data. The basic filter estimates a S/C's orbit along with magnetometer biases, and, optionally, correction terms to a spherical harmonic model of Earth's magnetic field.
If field model corrections are estimated, then the filter requires sun-sensor data as well as magnetometer data. The enhancement to these filters as compared to previous work has been to use an improved orbital dynamics model, to consider a priori variances of field model corrections, and to allow the use of an a priori drag parameter estimate for a higher altitude S/C.
The filter performs well for flight data from the DE-2, MAGSAT, and Ørsted spacecraft.
Using only magnetometer data without field model corrections, the maximum position error is Hee and Psiaki, Fig. 1 . 
